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Teaching your child how to hold and use a pen is a key skill that you can encourage with this wipe-clean workbook. On each page there is a simple
activity to do, and the exercises build in complexity throughout the book. Included with the book is a special pen, and the wipe-clean pages enable
children to practice over and over to improve their pen control and writing skills. With bright photographic images to engage and encourage, this
early-learning workbook will support your child as they prepare for school.This great book is packed with exercises that make learning fun and will
help your child develop skills for school readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start learning how to write letters and numbers! The pages
wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number tracing number activities -learn to spell animals - dot to dot
-Maze Game -color the animals -and more activities! Order a copy for your kid today and let them enjoy hours of continuous fun and creativity.Practical workbook for children aged three and over introducing how to tell the time- Pages of simple, effective exercises for children to completePages are wipe clean, so that all the activities can be wiped away and repeated, reinforcing learning- Concealed wirobinding allows the pages to lie
flat when opened, making the books easy to use- Come with a wipe-clean penThis great book is packed with exercises that make learning fun and
will help your child develop skills for school readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start learning how to write letters and numbers! The
pages wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number tracing number activities -learn to spell animals - dot
to dot -Maze Game -color the animals -and more activities! Order a copy for your kid today and let them enjoy hours of continuous fun and
creativity.This Lowercase Alphabet wipe-clean workbook is a revised and extended edition of Priddy's successful Wipe Clean Workbook: Lowercase
Alphabet, aimed at children ages 3-6. It comes with a dry-wipe pen; tips for holding the pen correctly and good writing posture; a three-step system
to help children recognize, trace, and write each letter; and lots of room for practice. Illustrating the pages are colorful photographs and
illustrations of things that begin with the letter, and there are fun activities so children can put to use their newly developed knowledge and finemotor skills. Afterward, children can wipe the pages clean for when they are ready to try again. A fantastic way to help children learn letter
formation and develop their writing skills.A practical workbook designed to help children learn first letters and numbers, full of simple activities and
exercises that kids will love to complete. Pages wipe clean so that exercises can be repeated again and again. Comes with a non-toxic, wipe-clean
pen.Children can practice their writing and number skills, spelling, math and many more essential learning activities over and over again with this
fantastic wipe-clean workbook. From crosswords and fill-in-the blanks to Sudoku and mazes, this book will provide children with hours of learning
fun from cover to cover.Help your child learn to write letters with this amazing wipe-clean book. The outlines to complete and activities to do make
writing practice simple! The special pen included allows letters to be written again and again--simply wipe them away with a cloth.This great book is
packed with exercises that make learning fun and will help your child develop skills for school readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start
learning how to write letters and numbers! The pages wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number
tracing number activities -learn to spell animals - dot to dot -Maze Game -color the animals -and more activities! Order a copy for your kid today and
let them enjoy hours of continuous fun and creativity.Boost your child’s confidence by helping them to learn cursive handwriting with this wipeclean workbook. On each page there are letter outlines to trace over, with an area for free-hand copying. Included with the book is a special pen, and
the wipe-clean pages enable children to practice over and over to improve their pen control and writing skills until they have mastered handwriting.
With bright photographic images to engage and encourage, this early-learning workbook will support your child during their early school years.Wipe
clean workbook on numbers 1-20, full of exercises and activities to help prepare children aged three and over for school.This great book is packed
with exercises that make learning fun and will help your child develop skills for school readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start learning
how to write letters and numbers! The pages wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number tracing
number activities -learn to spell animals - dot to dot -Maze Game -color the animals -and more activities! Order a copy for your kid today and let
them enjoy hours of continuous fun and creativity.Get a jumpstart on Pre-K in this handy on-the-go workbook with wipe-clean pages and a pen from
Scholastic Early Learners! Wipe Clean Workbooks: Pen Control encourages children to practice their writing skills while introducing them to basic
concepts essential to pre-school learning. It provides pictures and words for children to trace, learn to count, and build future reading success.
Practice workbooks provide the repetition needed for the long-term retention of key learning points. It's the perfect hands-on format for children
who want to get a head start on Pre-K readiness. With convenient, on-the-go spiral-bound wipe-clean pages and an embedded wipe-clean pen, kids
can practice their letters and pen control anywhere, anytime! Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for babies,
toddlers, preschoolers, kindergartners, and first graders, too!Help your child develop their literacy and numeracy confidence with 10 Minute English
and Math. This easy-to-use workbook breaks down each subject into manageable chunks for children to practice for ten minutes a day, and then
wipe mistakes away! The book is split into two sections—literacy activities that include grammar, punctuation, comprehension, and phonics, and
numeracy activities that include shape, measurement, arithmetic, and money. The activities are organized in a way that will help your child develop
their confidence and encourage their steady progress as they work through the book. The colorful illustrated activities make practice quick and fun,
and the dry-wipe pen and wipe-clean pages mean they practice again and again until each skill is mastered.Wipe Clean Workbooks -- Get Ready for
Pre-K is designed to provide plenty of practice for children about to enter Pre-K. It focuses on a variety of first concepts, including: letters, numbers,
shapes, colors, animals, seasons, weather, vehicles, people, and food. There are tracing, writing, and drawing activities to help children with their
pen control and motor skills, while looking at the letters and words and sounding them out encourages reading skills, increases children's
vocabulary, and stimulates children's development of language. A wipe-clean pen is provided with the book, and the glossy card pages are easy to
wipe clean so that children can practice until they have truly mastered a topic. * Helps children practice key topics in preparation for entering Pre-K.
* Introduces first concepts including: letters, numbers, shapes, colors, animals, seasons, and more! * Includes wipe-clean pen and pages for extra
practice.Help your child master their early numeracy skills with Number Skills—the latest addition to Priddy's successful wipe-clean workbook
range. This colorful workbook comes with a dry-wipe pen, perforated number cards, and 44 pages of activities to help children write their numbers,
recognize number models to 10, and do simple addition and subtraction. Each page includes colorful photographs and illustrations to make the
activities engaging and enjoyable, and there is plenty of opportunity to put their growing numeracy skills into practice. Afterward, children can wipe
the pages clean for when they are ready to try again. The spiral binding means that pages lie completely flat for ease of use, and there are even tips
for good writing habits. Children can reinforce their learning with the number flash cards that can be used to play the fun maths games included in
the book. This workbook is a fantastic way to help your child gain confidence in math at an early age.Introduce your emerging Pre-K child to both
upper- and lowercase letters in this interactive workbook with wipe-clean pages and a pen. . . from Scholastic Early Learners! Wipe Clean Workbooks
- Pre-K: Alphabet is designed to provide plenty of practice for children first learning about the letters in the alphabet, with a focus on both upperand lowercase letters. There are tracing, writing, and drawing activities to help children with their pen control and motor skills, while looking at the
letters and sounding them out encourages very early reading skills and stimulates children's development of language. A wipe-clean pen is provided
with the book, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can practice until they have truly mastered a topic. * Helps children
practice their upper- and lowercase letters for early writing and reading success. * Includes wipe-clean pen and pages for extra practice.oost your
child's confidence by helping them learn to recognize and write their first 50 numbers with this wipe-clean workbook. On each page there are
number outlines to trace over, with an area for free-hand copying. Included with the book is a special pen, and the wipe-clean pages enable children
to practice over and over to improve their pen control and writing skills until they have mastered number formation. With bright photographic
images to engage and encourage, this early-learning workbook will support your child during their early school years.Wipe Clean Workbook:
Numbers 1-50 (Wipe Clean Learning Books)Interior & paper type: Black & white interiorwith white paperPaperback cover finish: MatteTrim Size: 6 x
9 inPage Count: 120This Sight Words wipe-clean workbook will help your child master the most common words in the English language. It comes
with a dry-wipe pen, perforated flash cards, and 48 pages of activities to help build their reading and writing confidence. • Recognizing highfrequency words, such as the, and, and is, is one of the building blocks of early childhood literacy, key to increasing a child's accuracy, speed,
comprehension, and fluency when learning to read • Colorful photographs and illustrations make practice enjoyable • Each of the 44 sight words has
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a page of writing and reading exercises • The wipe-clean activities are a boost to any child's confidence—mistakes can simply be wiped away • There
are 48 flash cards—one for each word—and some blanks to write your own practice words • The spiral binding means that pages lie flat for ease of
use, and there are even tips for good handwriting habits. A fantastic tool to help elementary school kids learn to read and write.This Giant Activity
Work Book has 114 pages of wipe-clean activities, from writing to spelling, math to telling the time, and plenty of fun puzzles to do. The book has a
spiral, so the pages lie flat, and comes with a dry-wipe pen, enabling children to complete and repeat the activities again and again. Illustrated with
bright and colorful photographs, it is a good book for children to dip into and learn key early years skills, while having fun along the way.Scholastic
Early Learners: Interactive board books for hands on learning! An exciting new series of early learning novelty board books that combine
Scholastic's strength in learning with beautiful photography and clear designs to stimulate early learning. Wipe Clean Workbooks - Pre K is a
colorful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early learning. Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning
topics. A wipe-clean pen is provided, the wirobound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can practice until
they have really mastered a topic. This Pre-K book focuses on writing letters and the sounds they make, writing numbers, sequencing, colors,
shapes, and opposites.My First Letters and Numbers is a new, refreshed edition of one of Priddy Books' bestselling wipe-clean workbooks. Preschool
and kindergarten children can learn and practice writing uppercase and lowercase letters and the numbers 1 to 20. There are additional fun
activities to further develop pen control and reinforce learning. The colorful photographs and illustrations make the book attractive to kids, and the
wipe-clean pages and dry-wipe pen mean that they can wipe mistakes away and try again until they have mastered each letter or number. This book
joins the bestselling titles My Big Activity Workbook and Early Learning Activity Book.This great book is packed with exercises that make learning
fun and will help your child develop skills for school readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start learning how to write letters and numbers!
The pages wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number tracing number activities -learn to spell animals dot to dot -Maze Game -color the animals -and more activities! Order a copy for your kid today and let them enjoy hours of continuous fun and
creativity.Practice sight words in this handy on-the-go workbook with wipe-clean pages and a pen from Scholastic Early Learners! Wipe-Clean
Workbooks: Sight Words introduces children to basic sight words essential for Pre-K success. It provides pictures and words for children to trace
and build future reading success. Practice workbooks provide the essential repetition needed for the long-term retention of key learning points. It's
the perfect hands-on format for children to master. With convenient, on-the-go spiral-bound wipe-clean pages and an embedded wipe-clean pen, kids
can practice their spelling anywhere, anytime! Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for babies, toddlers,
preschoolers, kindergartners, and first graders, too!Boost your child’s confidence by helping them learn to recognize and write their first 50
numbers with this wipe-clean workbook from Roger Priddy. On each page there are number outlines to trace over, with an area for free-hand
copying. Included with the book is a special pen, and the wipe-clean pages enable children to practice over and over to improve their pen control and
writing skills until they have mastered number formation. With bright photographic images to engage and encourage, this early-learning workbook
will support your child during their early school years.Wipe Clean Workbooks - Kindergarten is a colorful, wipe-clean workbook to support children
in their early learning. Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics. A wipe-clean pen is provided, the wirobound
book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can practice until they have really mastered a topic. This
kindergarten book focuses on writing letters, letter sounds (at the beginning, middle and end of words), letter sequence, rhyming, matching words,
writing numbers, counting, odds and evens, ordinals, sequencing shapes, volume, sorting and time. Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for
hands-on learning. Perfect for babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergarteners, and first graders, too!Packed with fun, effective, and practical
exercises, and with Alphaprints characters on every page, this big wipe-clean book is a great way to help children get ready for kindergarten.
Inside,they’ll practice and learn many of the key concepts that will give them a headstart for those crucial first school years—pen control, letter and
number formation, counting, and creative skills. Using the special, dry-wipe pen included, all of the activities on the wipe-clean pages can be
completed, wiped away, and repeated, for hours of early learning Alphaprints fun!This Wipe Clean Starting School Workbook is full of essential
learning activities to complete and repeat. Using the dry-wipe pen, kids going into Kindergarten and First Grade can practice their writing and
counting skills, simple math, telling the time, and lots more. The activities are designed to develop core skills needed for school, but it's certainly
not a boring workbook! Each page is illustrated with color photographs and artwork to engage children and keep their interest. And there is no
getting it wrong—they can simply wipe away mistakes and try again.Get a jump-start on Kindergarten with this handy on-the-go workbook filled with
concepts and themes essential for school success. Get Ready for Kindergarten Wipe-Clean Workbook introduces children to concepts and themes
that will set them up for Kindergarten success. A strong start helps ensure a child is able to benefit from the learning opportunities available in
Kindergarten. Practice workbooks provide the essential repetition needed for the long-term retention of key learning points This workbook includes
practice in important Kindergarten learning areas such as the early phonics, pen control, counting, and more. The bright colorful pages with a
delightful blend of photographs and illustrations make this workbook some of the most eye-catching and engaging available. Scholastic Early
Learners: The Most Trusted Name in Learning!Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive board books for hands on learning! An exciting new series of
early learning novelty board books that combine Scholastic's strength in learning with beautiful photography and clear designs to stimulate early
learning. Wipe Clean Workbooks - Grade 1 is a colorful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early learning. Provides plenty of practice
for children on a wide range of early learning topics. A wipe-clean pen is provided, the wirobound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to
wipe clean so that children can practice until they have really mastered a topic. This Grade 1 book focuses on tracing and copying words, letter
sounds, letters together, simple addition and subtraction, number bonds, number stories, digital time.A colourful, wipe-clean workbook to support
children in their early learning. A wipe-clean pen is provided and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can practice again and
again. This Pre-School book focuses on writing letters and the sounds they make, writing numbers, sequencing, colours, shapes, and opposites.Help
your child to learn the math they’ll use in everyday life with this wipe-clean workbook. Through everyday activities, such as going to the store,
children will learn first math skills, including weight, money, measurement, and fractions. Included with the book is a special pen, and the wipeclean pages enable children to practice over and over again until they have mastered each skill. With bright photographic images to engage and
encourage, this early-learning workbook will support your child during their early school years.Children can practice writing and number skills,
spelling, math and many more essential learning activities over and over again with this fantastic wipe-clean work book.Wipe Clean Workbooks -Pre-K: Early Phonics is designed to provide plenty of practice for children learning to read. There are tracing, writing, and drawing activities to help
children with their pen control and motor skills, as well as essential first phonics exercises that develops phonemic awareness, increases children's
vocabulary, and stimulates children's development of language. A wipe-clean pen is provided with the book, and the glossy card pages are easy to
wipe clean so that children can practice until they have truly mastered a topic. * Introduces children to the world of phonics. * Includes wipe-clean
pen and pages for extra practice.This great book is packed with exercises that make learning fun and will help your child develop skills for school
readiness and success. it's a best workbook to start learning how to write letters and numbers! The pages wipe clean very easily too.(8.5*11 in). This
workbook includes: - Letter tracing - Number tracing number activities -learn to spell animals - dot to dot -Maze Game -color the animals -and more
activities! Order a copy for your kid today and let them enjoy hours of continuous fun and creativity.Teaching your child how to hold and use a pen is
a key skill that you can encourage with this wipe-clean workbook. On each page there is a simple activity to do, and the exercises build in complexity
throughout the book. Included with the book is a special pen, and the wipe-clean pages enable children to practice over and over to improve their
pen control and writing skills. With bright photographic images to engage and encourage, this early-learning workbook will support your child as
they prepare for school.With content designed specifically for children preparing to start school, this wipe-clean bilingual workbook is packed with
first learning activities to complete and repeat. Tracing and problem-solving activities are presented in both English and Spanish to encourage your
child to practice and hone both their early-learning and language skills. The wipe-clean element is perfect for revision and the bright photographic
images will appeal to young children. This workbook is ideal for those just beginning to learn a second language. Also available: Bilingual Workbook:
First Grade
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